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 by Lindsey Gira   

Mr. Pickwick Pub 

"Taste Different Brands of Beer"

Live life the British way, and grab some of the best beers, food and live

action sports at Mr. Pickwick Pub. Carlsberg, Murphy’s Irish Red Beer,

Magners and London Pride are some of the brands found here. Their food

menu includes nachos, platters, burgers, fish and chips that goes well with

the drinks. The food here has a homemade taste that ensures that you are

eating healthy while eating out. They are open on all days of the week till

the wee hours of morning, so that makes it an ideal hangout after work.

 +41 61 281 8687

(Reservations)

 www.pickwick.ch/mr-

pickwick-pub-basel/

 piwi.basel@gastrag.ch  Steinenvorstadt 13, Basel

 by Marler   

All Bar One 

"Beers and More"

All Bar One is an ideal place where you would want to immerse yourself in

beer. They not only brew their own beers but also offer tap and bottled

varieties from across the globe. Wine enthusiasts can enjoy their selected

list 25 wines as well. Besides these, the bar also stocks single malt

whiskeys and fine gins. Nosh on paninis and tapas while taking a sip of

your drinks. Spread across two floors with a terrace, this stylish watering

hole is a fine place to unwind.

 +41 61 281 8700 (Reservations)  Steinenvorstadt 37, Basel

 by Chepearroyo   

Paddy Reilly's 

"Cider, Guinness & Kilkenny"

Paddy Reilly's is the solution for every homesick Brit or Irish in Basel. The

Guinness is poured perfectly, the staff are all British, and often don't have

the best German, so orders are all taken in English. The English-speaking

community in Basel have certainly taken to this pub. They can relax with

their own and forget that they're not in London or Dublin. The interiors,

with its old style adverts, certainly make the pub look very authentic.

Along with classics like lasagne, they also serve typical pub fare, like

Shepherd's Pie and baked potatoes.

 +41 61 281 3336  www.paddys.ch  info@irish-pub.ch  Steinentorstrasse 45, Basel
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